What is Learning Bird •
Learning Bird is a learning platform that offers trusted digital content, adaptive algorithms,
integrated quizzes and teaching support tools to make it easier for all teachers to
differentiate their instruction so every child performs better.

How We Help
Every student wants to learn, and every teacher wants students to succeed. However,
helping students navigate through their individual learning goals can be challenging,
particularly when a student encounters an obstacle and needs more help to understand
different concepts.
This is where Learning Bird shines. Our solution includes engaging digital content that can
help students navigate around obstacles by viewing lessons that offer another approach on
the same topic.
We bring the power of many teachers to every student. This transforms how students learn,
leading to better results and more support in the classroom.

Learning Bird has a library that includes thousands of engaging digital lessons covering all
subject areas for grades 6-12, all aligned to your local curriculum and vetted by real
teachers. We combine this with adaptive algorithms that recommend lessons based on
what’s worked in the past for a student, and with tools that allow your teachers to easily
deploy, manage and scale differentiated learning in their classrooms.
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Key Features and Benefits
One holistic application that offers trusted digital content, adaptive algorithms for
personalized learning paths, integrated quizzes and teaching support tools.
Benefit: Enables teachers to increase classroom productivity and frees up time for them
to focus on new, exciting and engaging ways to impact student learning.
Multiple lessons on every topic allow students to access resources that convey different
approaches and are delivered in different ways - video, PowerPoint, songs, and documents.
Benefit: Students learn the way they learn best, and have access to lessons delivered in
different ways by different teachers.
A large library teacher vetted digital lessons that are aligned to local curriculum.
Benefit: Teachers have immediate access to relevant, trusted and aligned content.
Our new classroom management feature allows teachers to easily set-up all their students
in the platform and to view and track their collective and individual progress.
Benefit: Teachers can follow and react to performance results and assign relevant
lessons to students who are struggling, or those that need more of a challenge.
An integrated quiz feature allows teachers to quickly build quizzes and assign them to a
student or a group of students.
Benefit: Teachers can assess understanding and intervene quickly to get students back
on-track.

Supporting Your Goals
Learning Bird is designed to support your goals of:

✓
✓

empowering teachers in student success

✓

improving graduation rates

✓

enhancing college and career-readiness

increasing test scores

Talk to us today to see how we can work within your school or district.
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